
Care Provider Conference Call Covid-19  -  Call 2  

 

Chairs Sophie Chester-Glyn, David Smallacombe  

Date 01.04.2020 

Time 12:00pm – 1:30pm 

 (please note these notes have not been verified by speakers) 

Speakers: 

Anne Pullyblank – Medical Director, The West of England Academic Health Science Network 

(WEAHSN) -and some of her team who are health care professionals (in bold below).  

James Sage - HR and Employment Lawyer, Royds Withy King  

Daniel Lloyd - Inspection Manager, CQC  

Issac Theophilos – RN, Consultant and Author of How to Get to Outstanding – on infection control 

and COVID-19 isolation in care homes 

David Toole – Bristol City Council  

Stephen Beet – Deputy Director, Commissioning Adult Social Care, Bristol City Council 

1. Introduction from Sophie Chester-Glyn (CoProduce Care)  

• Sophie said it was great to have these weekly calls within the sector and to see what others are 

doing and how we can all help each other out. 

• Sophie did a quick introduction on the speakers who would be speaking on the call today. 

• We have now set up a Facebook and Whatsapp group to share resources and communicate to 

each other. If you want to sign up then email sophie@coproducecare.com  

 

1. Introduction from David Smallacombe (Care and Support West) 

• David updated everyone on a few of the speakers who will be joining us on the call next week. 

Anne Clarke from South Glos, N.Somerset week after, looking at Bath and Somerset LA’s for 

upcoming weeks. 

 

2. Anne Pullyblank from AHSN 

• Academic Health Science Networks were set up by NHS to improve health care across regions. 

There are 15 AHSN’s across the country working together to try and change healthcare nationally. 

• Publish patient safety work, and also promote, support and scale up innovation in the sector. 

• We are a little bit ahead in this region because of working on patient safety.  
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• National Early Warning Score (NEWS) based on full set of observations for simple 

communication of how unwell a patient is. Mandated in places last year, since last week being 

promoted for NEWS outside of health, already started with Ambulance. About to publish work 

on this so we are ahead as a region. 

https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/national-early-warning-score-

news-2 

• Another theme is treatment escalation plans and to make sure these are in place.  

• RESTORE2 tool incorporates soft signs (looking at resident, gut feeling, NEWS score are 

escalation treatment plan together). Few care homes have adopted this. Hard at this stage 

with lockdown. https://wessexahsn.org.uk/projects/329/restore2 

• Bundle of care for tracheostomy care. Not just in intensive care, but people on wards too. 

• AHSN has given NHS digital some of their staff. Supporting NHS digital so GP’s can do remote 

consultations.  

• Innovations and COVID19 - not all providers will have capacity but looking into wearable tech, 

digital observations. AHSN is creating a list of the innovations so anyone interested can look 

and contact to adopt any of these. 

• Sign up to the mailing list - Sign up to our e-newsletters 

• Alison (GP) - Will share resources on acute trusts and RESTORE, not all relevant but hoping to 

share. Also, videos from last year about soft signs and when to worry about patients in care. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/HealthEducationEng/videos 

• Sandra (Nurse) – Going to be sending any information to all care homes in the region. Harriet 

Soderberg (CCG) is going to add any info to the newsletter which should be sent out this 

week. If anyone has any other info they would like to know then ask and they can signpost 

them to the right place. This needs to be for everyone in care so needs to come through one 

chain of command. 

• Harriet Soderberg (CCG) – Organising care providers response to Covid-19. Will be sending 

out to all domiciliary care providers and providing weekly updates. For BNSSG only, other CCG 

areas have their own silver command. 

3. Stephen Beet (BCC) 

• BCC has its own governance. All social work teams attempting to operate as normal.  

• Easement to care act duties may come along soon.  

• Working with mutual aid volunteer groups, focussed in with WellAware in Bristol. Also new 

phone number just for any COVID-19 advice, separate from care direct number. Working with 

other LAs for best practice. 

• Can share guidance on care act easements. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-changes-to-

the-care-act-2014/care-act-easements-guidance-for-local-authorities 

• Hospitals are seeing new requirements on discharge, ICC Coordination centre in Bristol are 

working on this and will share national guidance when it comes in. Working with Sirona to 

speed up discharge process from hospital. Alongside rehome services.  

• DoLS, not covered in Coronavirus Act but issues with DoLS i.e. in care homes we can’t enter 

due to infection. We need national guidance as it is affecting us. 
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3. David Toole (BCC) 

• Stepping in for Carol Watson as speaker. 

• Teams dedicated to support everyone as best as possible.  

• Encourage you to contact us with any issues.  

• We know PPE is a problem with disruptions in supply, we have been told keep trying your 

normal suppliers and the disruption hotline. BCC is trying, we have a little that we are giving to 

highest risk, a few homes with confirmed cases. We are asking for stock levels for all services 

so we can map need. 

• Have asked for current stock levels from providers. 

 

Q&A.  

Q. Our own assessments rely on us having PPE, how can we take packages without knowing if we 

will have it? Can this be reported back to say what stops us? 

A. Suggested system not confirmed that people will be sent home with PPE for them. Will update but 

keep going back to advice to keep trying your normal suppliers, the hotline and then us. Testing will be 

available for people providing personal care, but current priority is NHS but agree it is needed 

especially in care homes. PPE is being worked on, but need to make sure the right masks are available 

and that people who do not need are not using it. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-personal-protective-equipment-

use-for-non-aerosol-generating-procedures 

Q. Homecare and supported living, we think risk is actually higher because of moving around. Is this 

being reported? 

A. We agree, we have been looking at parking already and keyworkers can park where they like if they 

show a sign in the car. Will be looking into the different risks in home care. 

Q. Different rules for assessments going around, what would you expect? 

A. Expecting providers need appropriate PPE, some are refusing to take anyone on if they have been in 

hospital even if they have tested negative. There needs to be further discussion on this and more 

support from infection control. There is a frequent FAQ on the BCC website. 

Q. Wellaware doesn’t have relevant information even though we are being pushed there. Talking to 

Council about helpline at AGE UK. 

A. There is a new phone number for BCC which has just come out and this is just for Covid-19 calls. The 

number is on the website. Age UK are helping other charities. There is a wide range of support and 

some are very local. Please tell us when WellAware is lacking something because we commission them 

to coordinate this. 

Q. People who are receiving pensions are running out of money and can’t go to the post office.  

A. Hospitals at present cannot test any more than symptom showing. We know this is not enough, I 

will escalate today but cannot give any more info until we get it and will share immediately. 
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Q.  First we had no symptoms then suddenly had 5 infected nurses, clients not adhering to isolation 

and do not have knowhow to navigate rules. Staff are scared, need psychological help for people. 

PPE is costing we are reaching the line of what we can do and helplines do not help. Care homes 

seem to be the priority, but I think accommodation is maybe even more especially with drug 

addiction and contamination. 

A. BCC said they understand and have heard of these issues. They are not neglecting areas outside of 

care homes, all have need. The extra PPE is limited and the care homes were the highest risk at that 

point. 

Q. Some LA’s are looking at hotels etc. to isolate people in, do we have the capacity in Bristol to do 

this? 

A. There are discussions going on around this. BCC have started it with homelessness and will look at 

doing it for care if needed. 

Q. Retail and some other sectors are paying high and recruiting well at the moment.  

A. We hope there will be some news soon, we are working on proposals for different parts of the 

sector. David S mentioned he had sent letters to 4 LA’s including Terry Dafter, with what other regions 

are doing in the area. New director starting and taking over from Terry in a couple of weeks - Hugh 

Evans. 

 

4. Issac Theophilos (RN and consultant) 

• Went through 3 key stages. 

• Step 1 – Preparation. Anxiety of staff is a big factor. Suggested to make a spreadsheet with 

staff’s risk levels on. Also suggested recruiting bank staff. Consent from staff, need to know 

about willing to work without PPE. China are starting to export PPE. Proper training on PPE is 

important (HEE have training) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-

personal-protective-equipment-use-for-non-aerosol-generating-procedures.    Make 

sure all staff are hydrated and eating enough. Be clear who is ready to look after COVID clients. 

• Stage 2 – Recognition. Daily check and clean. Cough and sneeze early on is most infectious.  

• Stage 3 – Implementation. Need to create an isolated area for infected. Anyone caring for 

them should keep stepping out and not spending long time in confined spaces. If a person dies, 

in China they covered in damp clothes and left for 72 hours. 

 

5. Daniel Lloyd (CQC) 

• Acknowledge there is shortage of PPE, there should be news on this soon. 

• Should sign up for alerts from public health and also sign up to the CQC website bulletin. 

• Keep in touch with your inspectors, they will contact us as well to check on how we are doing. 

• Echo preparation strategy, try to really know who is going to be able to care for people who 

get the virus. Will update more next week.  
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Covid-19 Provider Call Issues and Chat questions 

 

Summary of Issues 

• Obtaining PPE - possible scams and profiteering / correct specifications / pricing / 

information from LA and Central Gov in terms of lead times and availability / eye 

protection 

• Getting PPE for preparation vs when covid-19 cases have actually been confirmed 

• PPE advice and support inconsistencies between different types of service – 

support / homecare / care homes (different risk / advice available) 

• Bulk purchasing PPE – providers grouping together or LA 

• Admissions from hospital – when will hospitals begin testing / should providers 

accept or refuse admissions on this basis? Clear, concise guidance needed 

• Testing of staff and service users within services 

• Service users refusing or physically unable to follow social distancing /guidance due 

to personal capacity (e.g. dementia) or physical space within the service / care 

home 

• More clarity from brokerage around covid-19 risk / existing or likely symptoms for 

individuals 

• More information about acoustic monitoring 

• Training and involvement for individuals who want to offer cross-sector help 

6. James Sage (Royds Withy King) 

• Furloughing staff: first guide said all employers but second guide said private orgs with 

public funding not expected to be furloughing. 

• We need more guidance about whether this means care staff will be accepted on the 

scheme to furlough. Guidance is unclear about redundancy provision making them eligible. 

• Not guaranteed care providers will get furloughed isolated staff 80% pay back. It is also 

unclear if vulnerable and extremely vulnerable people come under SSP support list. Again 

no guarantee that HMRC will take supportive approach. 

• People who refuse to work because they are anxious of relatives -  There is no guidance 

saying those people can be away from work, you can challenge the staff member. Depends 

on person and what you agree but not agreeing before refusing to come together can face 

disciplinary action. 

 

Sophie & David summing up. 

• Facebook group will be good for getting questions in advance, BCC asking to be involved 

too.  

• A message to attendees, we will have more conversations between now and next week. 

Need to be tighter on asking and moving on to get all the information.  

• Likely to have MPs on the call next week too, would be good to communicate our problems 

to people who can take message up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


